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We are committed to enriching the communities where we live and work by supporting causes that are
important to our clients, employees, partners and stakeholders. The Connor, Clark & Lunn Foundation
(CC&L Foundation) distributes financial support on behalf of its funding partners to charitable
organizations dedicated to building a strong and vibrant society.
In 2018, the CC&L Foundation funded 117 diverse not-for-profit organizations whose support impacts a wide
array of initiatives throughout Canada. The majority of these are organizations that our clients and staff support
financially or through personal involvement.
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Three of the organizations supported by the CC&L Foundation this quarter are highlighted below:
Daily Bread Food Bank distributes fresh and shelf-stable food every day to 129 social service agencies and
173 meal programs across Toronto and the GTA. In addition, it provides healthy and nourishing
homemade meals to shelters and drop-in programs. The Daily Bread kitchen feeds up to 20,000
individuals per month at partner agencies in the city, and its drivers distribute enough food for over
825,000 food bank visits. Daily Bread’s efforts to fight hunger include thought leadership in research on
hunger and poverty reduction.
Hope Air is a unique and essential component of Canada’s universal healthcare system. Hope Air is
Canada’s only national charity providing free flights to low-income Canadians who must travel to medical
care that does not exist in their communities. In partnership with its generous donor community,
including Connor, Clark & Lunn Foundation, Hope Air bridges the distance between low-income people
living in small and rural areas and the medical care they need. Hope Air has arranged more than 136,000
travel arrangements in its 32-year history.
CAMH is more than a hospital. It is a world-class research facility and Canada's largest mental health hospital, providing care to upwards
of 30,000 patients annually. But its job doesn't stop there. It is also leading a mission to change attitudes, behaviours and culture.
To help shape a world where mental illness is seen in the same light as every other illness, and all patients receive the level of care they
need and deserve. A world where mental health is health.

CC&L Foundation Holiday Campaign:

By the numbers:

In December 2018, the CC&L Foundation Holiday Campaign supported
charitable and nonprofit organizations across Canada. These organizations were
chosen by CC&L Financial Group employees as a means of supporting the
communities where we live and work. Support provided by
the Holiday Campaign is focused on food banks helping to
fight hunger, homeless shelters providing warmth and a
Inuvik
roof to those who need it most, empty stocking funds
and meal hamper programs.
This year Richard Pope, an employee of Connor,
Clark & Lunn Private Capital, asked that the
CC&L Foundation support the Mississauga Food
Bank with its annual holiday food drive campaign.
As Richard explains, the food bank is close to his
heart: "Nearly 100,000 Mississauga
residents live in poverty, and the aim
of the Mississauga Food Bank is to
North Vancouver,
make sure none of our neighbours
Vancouver & Surrey
go without nutritious food to feed
Parksville
their families."
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Richard volunteers at the food bank's
aquaponics AquaGrow Farm—the first of its kind
in Canada. He says, "Every single dollar donated equates
to two meals, and the support of the CC&L Foundation will provide
several thousand meals for families with young children during a special time of year."

Funded By:

The 2018 Holiday
Campaign helped to fund
56 unique charitable
organizations across 9
provinces and
territories.
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